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THE SPLINE FINITE-STRIP METHOD IN THE BUCKLING 
ANALYSES OF THIN-WALLED STRUCTURES 

G. M. VAN ERP 

AND 

C. M MENKEN 
Eindhoven University of Technology, Den Dolech 2, 5612 A 2  Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

SUMMARY 
A spline finite-strip method capable of analysing the buckling of prismatic thin-walled structural members 
under arbitrary loading is presented. It utilizes cubic B3-splines as displacement functions in the 
longitudinal direction and polynomials in the transverse direction. Numerical integration is used to 
determine the geometric stiffness matrix of the strips. Two examples which demonstrate the accuracy and 
versatility of the method are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the semi-analytical finite-strip method the displacement functions of a strip are expressed 
as products of interpolation polynomials in transverse direction and Fourier series functions 
in longitudinal direction, with the latter satisfying a priori the boundary conditions of the strip. 
This method has proved to be accurate and efficient for analysing the buckling of compressed 
structural members, but it has some disadvantages for analysing the buckling of beams loaded 
in bending and/or shear: 

(i) Difficulties are experienced when dealing with non-periodic buckling modes (e.g. due to 

(ii) the buckling analysis of plate assemblies loaded in shear is problematic. 
(iii) Thin-walled beams may have many possible buckling modes, and since it is not known 

in advance which mode is critical, it will be necessary to solve the same eigenvalue 
problem for different series of Fourier terms in order to obtain the minimum buckling 
load. Especially in the case of beams with complex cross-sections, this repetitive process 
may be time-consuming . 

The buckling model obtained by replacing the Fourier series functions by spIines3-’ does not 
suffer from the problems mentioned above, and therefore seems more suitable to study 
the distortional and local buckling of beams under arbitrary loading. However, the 
aforementioned approaches are restricted to simple pre-buckling stresses. An extension of the 
range of applicability by using pre-buckling stresses calculated with the same displacement 
model as used for evaluating the critical stress level is discussed in this paper. 

concentrated loads). 
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B3-SPLINE APPROXIMATION 

The spline function chosen here to represent the displacements in the longitudinal direction is 
the basic cubic Bj-spline of equal section length. The displacement is taken as the summation 
of (rn + 3 )  local B3-splines by 

where $i(x)  represents the locally hill-shaped B3-splines as shown in Figure l(a) and ai is a 
coefficient to  be determined. The length L of the structure is divided into rn equal-length 
sections as shown in Figure l(b). A local B3-spline is defined by 

The values of $; and $/ at the section knots are shown in Table I. 

, h . ~ - h - ~ ~ h . ' - h - L - h . , - h - ~ - h ~ h - ~ -  h_i-h_._h-l-h-. 

Figure 1 .  (a) basic cubic B~spline;  (b) a linear combination of Bvsplines 

Table I. The values of $i and $j '  at the section knots 
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MODIFICATION FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

There are many different methods for modifying the local boundary splines in order to satisfy 
the prescribed boundary conditions. In this paper a form is presented which is considered to 
be the most suitable in a finite-strip environment. 

The knot coefficients a i - 1 ,  a; and a ; + l  are strongly related to the function values g(x;)  and 
g’(x;) (see Table I.): 

With (3) it is possible to replace the variables (Y- 1, a0 and a m ,  a m +  1 in (1) by the function value 
and first derivative of g(x) at x = 0 and x = L :  

m - 2  

g(x)= g’(xo)$-1 + g(xo)$o + ( ~ 1 $ 1 +  C Q i G i  + a m - l $ m - l +  g (xL)$m + g’(XL)$m+l (4) 
i = 2  

where 

Now, with g(xo), g’(x0) and g(xL) ,  g’(xL) (instead of a - I ,  (YO, anJ and a m + l )  as variables, 
the incorporation of prescribed kinematic boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L into the 
B3-spline interpolation is straightforward. 

SPLINE FINITE-STRIP APPROACH 

The thin-walled member is discretized into a finite number of strips using n nodal lines, which 
are further subdivided longitudinally into m sections using rn + 1 section knots. Each section 
knot has four degrees of freedom which are related to the two out-of-plane deformations w 
and 8,  and the two in-plane displacements u and u. The nodal lines and section knot coefficients 
for a strip are shown in Figure 2. Each nodal line has two additional knots outside the length 
of the strip in order to fully define the B3-spline function over the length of the strip. 

Figure 2. Strip with section knot coefficients 
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DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS 

The displacement functions of a strip are expressed as products of the longitudinal equidistant 
B3-splines and transverse polynomials as follows: 

where: 

y = -  - Y  
b 

$ represents columns with B3-splines and U;, ..., ej are the displacement parameter columns for 
the nodal lines i and j ,  respectively: 

(6)  

where u represents the real displacement, while Ui represents a section knot coefficient (see 
equation 4). 

T i i i =  [u’(xo),u(xo),UI,U,Z, ... ,Um-2,Um-l ,U(XL),U’(XL)]; 

BUCKLING MODEL 

The linear buckling model considered here consists of two parts: 

(i) The construction of a linear equlibrium model in order to evaluate the pre-buckling 

(ii) The construction of a linear buckling or eigenvalue problem in order to evaluate the 
stresses. 

critical stress level. 

The equilibrium model 

property results in the following linear system of equations: 
For a structure in equilibrium, the first variation of the total potential energy is zero. This 

K u = f  (7) 

where K is the gobal stiffness matrix, u represents the unknown displacement vector and f is 
the load vector. The solution of (7) defines the reference stress distribution over the domain. 

The buckling model 

The critical stresses and the associated buckling modes can be obtained by requiring the 
second variation of the potential energy to be stationary, The equivalent finite-strip model may 
be written in the following form: 

(8) (K + XG)V = 0 
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where G is the geometric stiffness matrix, which depends on the pre-buckling stress 
distribution, X is the buckling load parameter and v is the eigenvector. 

SOLUTION PROCESS 

At the strip level, the matrix K and vector f are worked out analytically. The resulting system 
of linear equations is solved using a skyline algorithm of Gauss decomposition. Once the 
displacements due to the reference load are known, the reference stresses can be determined. 
Because arbitrary loading conditions are considered, numerical integration is used to determine 
the geometric stiffness matrix G .  Each integration over the area of a strip is subdivided into 
m integrations, one over each section of length h .  A 3 x 3 Gauss quadrature is used for each 
section. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting eigenvalue problem are obtained 
using a subspace iteration procedure. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The spline finite-strip buckling model described in this paper is capable of solving many of the 
bifurcation problems associated with thin-walled plate assemblies. An extensive treatise on its 
applications is beyond the scope of this paper, and therefore the method is illustrated by only 
two examples. 

The accuracy of the solution is governed by the number of strips and sections used in the 
analysis; their influence is also evaluated. 

Plate strip loaded in pure shear 

The first example to be considered is that of a plate strip loaded in pure shear. The geometry 
and loading conditions are shown in Figure 3 .  The buckling coefficient of the present plate 
strip equals 5-38.6 The numerical results are presented in Table I1 and a contour plot of the 
out-of-plane displacements, obtained with five strips and 30 sections, is shown in Figure 4. For 
the sake of clarity both the strip and section subdivision are shown. 

T-beam loaded by a concentrated force 

In the second example, the buckling behaviour of a T-beam loaded by a concentrated force 
at mid-length is evaluated. In addition to the global buckling mode, the local mode with the 
lowest critical load is also considered. The geometry, loading condition and strip configuration 
are shown in Figure 5 .  The numerical rewlts obtained with a different number of sections and 
15 strips are presented in Table 111. The buckling modes determined with 30 sections are shown 
in Figures 6 and 7. 

t = l m m  
k 1000 mm 

Figure 3. Plate strip loaded in pure shear 
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Table 11. Buckling coefficients of a plate strip in pure shear 
~ ~~~~~~ 

Numerical buckl. coeff. 
No. of sections 

No. of Analytical 
strips 10 20 30 buckl. coeff. 

5.38 5 5.67 5-40 5.39 
10 5.65 5.39 5.38 

Figure 4. Contour plot of the out-of-plane displacements of a plate strip in pure shear 

Geometry 
I 

bd 5SOmm 

Loading condi t im 

1 1  1 1 1 2 1  1 1 1  1 - 
10 strips in flange 

5 strips in web 

E.70960 Nhm2 ~ 0 . 3 2 1  
ZW(0)  =w(L) =€&(O)= 8,(L)=O 
2.V(O) =v(L) =w(O) =w(L) -~(Ol=E)x(L)=O 
3.U(Ol =v(O) =v(L) =w(O) =w(L)= &(O)=aJL)=O 

Figure 5 .  Geometry and loading conditions of the T-beam 

Table 111. Buckling loads of the T-beam 

1st buckling load 2nd buckling load 
No. of No. of x lo3 N x 103 N 
strips sections Numerical Numerical 

10 1.88 
15 20 1.87 

30 1.87 

2-72 
2.48 
2.45 
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Figure 7 .  Second buckling mode of the T-beam 

The good performance of the present approach for other differently loaded structures is 
demonstrated by Van Erp. ’ 

CONCLUSIONS 

The previous examples demonstrate the accuracy and versatility of the present approach for 
predicting the buckling loads of thin-walled plate assemblies under arbitrary loading. The 
simplicity of the semi-analytical finite-strip method is preserved, while the problems of dealing 
with non-periodic buckling modes, shear and non-simple support are eliminated. The number 
of degrees of freedom required for a spline finite-strip analysis is considerably larger than for 
the semi-analytical finite-strip method, but it is still approximately 40% smaller than that of 
a comparable finite-element analysis. 

The combination in the longitudinal direction of strips with different section lengths can 
easily be accomplished. Extending the present computer program with this option will result 
in a reduction of the computer time for structures with concentrated short-wave local buckles. 
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The present approach uses a 3 x 3 Gauss quadrature per section length to construct the 
geometric stiffness matrix. However, orientating calculations indicate that a lower-order Gauss 
quadrature also leads to satisfactory results. 
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